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26

Abstract

27

Visual perception is not only shaped by sensitivity, but also by confidence, i.e. the ability to

28

estimate the accuracy of a visual decision. There is robust evidence that younger observers

29

have access to a reliable measure of their own uncertainty when making visual decisions. This

30

metacognitive ability might be challenged during aging due to increasing sensory noise and

31

decreasing cognitive control resources. We investigated age effects on visual confidence

32

using a confidence forced-choice paradigm. We determined discrimination thresholds for

33

trials in which perceptual judgements were indicated as confident and for those in which they

34

were declined as confident. Younger adults (19-38 years) showed significantly lower

35

discrimination thresholds than older adults (60-78 years). In both age groups, perceptual

36

performance was linked to confidence judgements, but overall results suggest reduced

37

confidence efficiency in older adults. However, we observed substantial variability of

38

confidence effects across all particpants. This variability was closely linked to individual

39

differences in cognitive control capacities, i.e. executive function. Our findings provide

40

evidence for age-related differences in meta-perceptual efficiency that present a specific

41

challenge to perceptual performance in old age. We propose that these age effects are

42

primarily mediated by cognitive control resources, supporting their crucial role for

43

metacognitive efficiency.

44
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45

Introduction

46

Human behaviour and its underlying neural mechanisms are mostly studied with a specific

47

focus on a particular functional domain, e.g., perception, cognition, motivation or motor

48

functions. Although this approach has allowed detailed models and theories, complexity of

49

behaviour can only be captured comprehensively when also interactions across behavioural

50

domains are considered (Basso & Suzuki, 2017; Braver et al., 2014; O'Callaghan et al., 2016).

51

A particularly influential, well-investigated higher-level concept that shapes behaviour is

52

metacognition. It refers to the ability to evaluate the quality and consequences of one’s own

53

thoughts and behaviours (Flavell, 1979; Fleming & Frith, 2014). Metacognitive abilities are

54

thought to be key for optimizing performance by balancing actual outcome and subjective

55

estimates of its quality. While individual differences in behavioural performance are

56

immediately obvious, the role of metacognitive resources has been rarely explored.

57

Ageing provides a powerful proxy to individual differences and offers a unique window to

58

possible variability in metacognitive efficiency. Ageing, from a behavioural perspective, can

59

be understood as an umbrella term that incorporates gradually changing resources in all

60

functional domains and at the same time adaptive mechanisms that can stabilize performance.

61

Although the view of aging as a process of deterioration and decline might be still prominent,

62

understanding of age-related differences has gradually shifted towards a more complex

63

characterization, including stability, decline, and compensation (e.g., Billino & Pilz, 2019;

64

Cabeza et al., 2018; Hartshorne & Germine, 2015). Metacognition could crucially contribute

65

to optimizing performance in the face of age-related resource decline (see Owsley, 2011; Park

66

& Reuter-Lorenz, 2009; Samanez-Larkin & Knutson, 2015; Seidler et al., 2010). However,

67

evidence so far has remained ambiguous.

68

Since the prefrontal cortex has been consistently identified as critical neural functional

69

correlate of metacognition (Fleming, Huijgen, & Dolan, 2012; Morales et al., 2018; Valk et

70

al., 2016), vulnerabilities during aging have been assumed. Prefrontal areas are subject to the

71

most pronounced age-related volume loss (Kennedy et al., 2009; Walhovd et al., 2011). In

72

addition, consistent with the involvement of prefrontal cortex, metacognition is considered as

73

closely related to general higher-order cognitive processes, i.e., executive function (e.g.,

74

Fernandez-Duque et al., 2000; Roebers, 2017). Age-related decline in executive function,

75

indeed, is the most prominent facet of cognitive ageing (Hasher & Zacks, 1988; Lacreuse et

76

al., 2020; West, 1996). However, notwithstanding these clear predictions, it seems still a

77

matter of debate how sensitive metacognition is to age.

3
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78

The majority of studies that have investigated age-related differences in metacognition so far

79

has focused on memory performance in older and younger adults, so called meta-memory (cf.,

80

Palmer et al., 2014). Meta-memory is typically assessed by subjective measures of how

81

confident individuals feel about the quality of their own memory performance, e.g., by giving

82

a prospective or retrospective judgement on a rating scale. Several studies have reported an

83

increased mismatch between actual performance and the judgements on one own’s abilities in

84

older adults (Cauvin et al., 2019; Dodson et al., 2007; Hansson et al., 2008; Pansky et al.,

85

2009; Perrotin et al., 2006; Soderstrom et al., 2012; Toth et al., 2011; Wong et al., 2012).

86

Older adults tend to be overconfident about the quality of their memory performance. On the

87

other hand, there are almost as many studies that have found only minor or even no age

88

effects on the accuracy of meta-memory (Hertzog & Touron, 2011; Lachman et al., 1979;

89

Palmer et al., 2014; Voskuilen et al., 2018). Metacognition in other functional domains, e.g.,

90

problem solving, linguistics, perception, even seems to elude any age effects (Filippi et al.,

91

2020; Geurten & Lemaire, 2019; Palmer et al., 2014). Heterogenous results might be due to

92

the use of rating scales for assessing confidence. Ratings could be confounded with individual

93

biases how to anchor judgements so that evaluation of metacognition is complicated (see

94

Mamassian, 2016; Morgan et al., 1997). Moreover, confidence judgements in commonly used

95

cognitive tasks are made on rather complex decisions involving multiple criteria that might

96

underlie additional biases that are hard to control.

97

Given these issues, the investigation of metacognition in perceptual tasks, i.e., meta-

98

perception, has attracted increasing consideration over the last years (for review, see

99

Mamassian, 2016). Perceptual tasks qualify for a well-structured assessment of metacognition

100

since they typically are characterized by simple decisions on given sensory evidence, e.g.,

101

contrast or orientation discrimination. These decisions are accompanied by a subjective sense

102

of (un)certainty, depending on the strength of sensory signals. Having access to a reliable

103

measure of one’s own uncertainty is a crucial aspect of perceptual confidence. Confidence in

104

the correctness of one own’s decisions is basically correlated with accuracy of decisions (e.g.,

105

Fleming, Dolan, & Frith, 2012; see also Peirce & Jastrow, 1884). Observers will report high

106

confidence when their perceptual decision is objectively correct, and low confidence when it

107

is objectively incorrect. During ageing the quality of confidence judgements in perceptual

108

tasks might be challenged in particular by pronounced age-related sensory decline due to

109

peripheral vulnerabilities and increasing noise in neural representations (Fu et al., 2013;

110

Owsley, 2011; Yang et al., 2009; Yu et al., 2006). However, only a single study so far has

111

considered age effects on meta-perception. Palmer and colleagues (2014) investigated
4
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112

confidence ratings on contrast-defined pop-out detection in a sample covering the adult age

113

range. They used meta d-prime as measure of metacognitive performance (Maniscalco & Lau,

114

2012) and determined decreased efficiency with increasing age. Findings though remain

115

incoherent since the same sample showed no age-related decline in metacognition in a

116

memory task using the same rating procedure. In addition, metacognitive efficiency in the

117

perceptual as well as in the memory task was dissociated from executive function.

118

We aimed to scrutinize how age affects meta-perception using a confidence forced-choice

119

paradigm (Barthelmé & Mamassian, 2009, 2010; see also Mamassian, 2016). This method has

120

been proposed to derive a bias-free measure of confidence and avoids confounds emerging

121

from confidence rating scales. Confidence measures in this paradigm are not affected by

122

possible idiosyncratic confidence biases that have been reported in older adults (e.g., Cauvin

123

et al., 2019; Hansson et al., 2008). It allows analyses based one the signal detection

124

framework, controlling for differences in task performance. We hypothesize that older adults

125

show decreased meta-perceptual efficiency and these age effects are crucially driven by

126

individual differences in cognitive control capacities, i.e. executive function.

5
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127

Methods

128

Participants

129

A total of 30 younger adults (18 females) and 30 older adults (17 females) participated in this

130

study. The participants' age ranged from 19 to 38 years with a mean of 24.6 years (SD = 4.4)

131

in the younger group and from 60 to 78 years with a mean of 68.8 years (SD = 4.7) in the

132

older group. Recruitment of participants was managed by calls for participation at the

133

University of Giessen and in local newspapers. Any history of ophthalmologic, neurologic, or

134

psychiatric disorders as well as medications presumed to interfere with visual functioning

135

were screened out by a detailed interview protocol. Visual acuity was measured binocularly,

136

confirming normal or corrected-to-normal for all participants. Older adults were screened for

137

mild cognitive impairment using a cut-off score of ≥ 26 on the Montreal Cognitive

138

Assessment Scale (Nasreddine et al., 2005). Methods and procedures were approved by the

139

local ethics committee at Justus Liebig University Giessen and adhered to the principles of the

140

Declaration of Helsinki (World Medical Association, 2013). Participants were compensated

141

with course credits or money.

142

Assessment of individual differences in cognitive abilities

143

We characterized cognitive abilities of our participants using a battery of established

144

measures that particularly allowed for evaluation of executive function (EF). Critical

145

measures were chosen in order to cover key facets of cognitive control processes (Miyake &

146

Friedman, 2012) and included: the Digit Symbol Substitution Test (DSST) (Wechsler, 2008)

147

measuring updating ability; the Trail Making Test part B (TMT-B) (Reitan & Wolfson, 1985)

148

measuring shifting ability; the Victoria Stroop Test colour naming (VST-C) (Mueller & Piper,

149

2014; Stroop, 1935) measuring inhibition ability; the LPS-3 (Kreuzpointner et al., 2013), a

150

subtest of a major German intelligence test battery, measuring nonverbal reasoning ability.

151

These measures were combined into a global EF score for each participant by averaging the z-

152

scores obtained for the individual measures. In addition, we assessed the maximal backward

153

digit span (Härting et al., 2000) in order to evaluate short-term memory capacity that qualified

154

as a possible confounding issue given the procedural details of our meta-perceptual task.

155

Setup and stimuli

156

Visual stimuli were presented on a calibrated 32-inch Display++ LCD monitor (Cambridge

157

Research Systems, Rochester, UK) with a spatial resolution of 1920 × 1080 pixels and a

158

refresh rate of 120 Hz noninterlaced. The setup was placed in a darkened room and
6
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159

participants were seated at a distance of 100 cm in front of the monitor, resulting in a display

160

size of 41° × 23°. White and black pixels had a luminance of 112.7 and 0.1 cd/m2,

161

respectively, measured with a CS-2000 Spectroradiometer (Konica Minolta). Stimulus

162

presentation was controlled by MATLAB using the Psychophysics toolbox (Brainard, 1997;

163

Kleiner, 2010). A standard gamepad was used as input device (Microsoft SideWinder).

164

Stimuli were vertical Gabor patches displayed on an average grey background. Sinusoidal

165

gratings had a spatial frequency of 0.8 cyc/°with randomized phase and the standard deviation

166

of the Gaussian envelope was 1°. The contrast of the Gabor patches was sampled from seven

167

different levels ranging from 13% to 31% in steps of 3%. The stimulus configuration

168

consisted of two Gabor patches presented to the left and right of a central fixation dot at 4.2°

169

eccentricity along the horizontal meridian. The fixation dot was black and had a diameter of

170

0.2°. One Gabor patch, i.e. the standard patch, had a fixed contrast of 22%, whereas the

171

contrast of the other Gabor patch, i.e. the test patch, varied. Laterality of standard and test

172

patches, respectively, was randomized.

173

Procedure

174

We assessed meta-perception using a confidence forced-choice paradigm (Barthelmé &

175

Mamassian, 2009, 2010). Figure 1 depicts a typical trial.

176
177
178
179
180
181
182

Figure 1. Trial procedure of the confidence forced-choice paradigm. Participants were presented with
two consecutive perceptual tasks in which they had to decide which of two simultaneously presented
Gabor patches appeared higher in contrast. After the second perceptual decision, they were asked for a
confidence judgement, i.e. they had to indicate about which of the two perceptual decisions they felt
more confident. Please note that colour is here used to illustrate the consecutive steps in each trial and
was not used in the actual procedure.

183

Each trial consisted of two consecutive perceptual tasks, specifically contrast discrimination

184

tasks, and a final confidence task. A fixation dot was shown for 500 ms, which was followed

185

by two Gabor patches presented simultaneously for 180 ms. Then the display turned grey and

186

participants decided whether the left or right patch appeared higher in contrast (first

187

perceptual decision). Responses were entered with the respective index fingers using the
7
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188

trigger buttons on the back of the gamepad. Then an equivalent second task followed using

189

different patches and another contrast decision was made (second perceptual decision).

190

Afterwards, participants indicated about which of the two perceptual decisions they felt more

191

confident (confidence judgement). The response was given with the right thumb using two

192

vertically aligned buttons on the top side of the gamepad. The buttons were mapped to the

193

first or second perceptual decision, respectively. The mapping was visualized on the display

194

and balanced across participants.

195

Before data collection, a detailed instruction protocol and sufficient practice trials backed up

196

that participants were familiar with the stimulus configuration, could comfortably follow the

197

trial procedure, and handled the gamepad effortlessly. Following, participants completed a

198

total of 420 trials, subdivided into 6 blocks with 70 trials each. Contrast levels of the test

199

patches in the two consecutive contrast discrimination tasks were separately varied according

200

to the method of constant stimuli, i.e. each of the 7 contrast levels was presented in 60 trials

201

for the first and second contrast discrimination task, respectively.

202

Data analyses

203

Based on participants' confidence judgements, we divided perceptual decisions into two

204

confidence sets: The first set included perceptual decisions that were chosen in the confidence

205

task, i.e. they were associated with a relatively higher confidence, and was therefore labelled

206

as chosen. The second set considered the ensemble of all perceptual decisions and was

207

labelled as unsorted. We analysed perceptual performance for both sets by fitting cumulative

208

Gaussian functions to the percentage of responses in which observers reported the contrast of

209

the test patch as higher than the standard patch. The inverse standard deviation of these

210

functions yields the contrast sensitivity. We used the psignifit 4 toolbox in Matlab that

211

provides an accurate Bayesian estimation of psychometric functions and has been shown to be

212

robust to overdispersion in measured data (Schütt et al., 2016). Goodness of fit of the

213

psychometric functions was assessed with the measure of deviance D which supported good

214

fits between the model and the data. Both sets showed similar Goodness of fit measures (t(59)

215

= 1.82, p = .074, 95% CI [-0.117, 2.506], d = 0.26).

216

We quantified meta-perceptual sensitivity, i.e. the ability to estimate the accuracy of a

217

perceptual decision, by a confidence modulation index (CMI) according to Equation 1. The

218

CMI gives the sensitivity increase for the set of decisions chosen as confident relative to the

219

set of unsorted decisions as a percentage of the sensitivity derived from the unsorted

220

decisions.
8
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𝐶𝑀𝐼 = 100 ×

221

𝑆𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦𝑐ℎ𝑜𝑠𝑒𝑛 − 𝑆𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦𝑢𝑛𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑒𝑑
𝑆𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦𝑢𝑛𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑒𝑑

222

(1)

223

An individual observer who derives her confidence judgements completely dissociated from

224

her perceptual decisions will show a CMI close to zero. However, the closer the confidence

225

judgement is linked to the actual accuracy of the perceptual decision the higher the CMI will

226

be, indicating better meta-perceptual sensitivity. Given that the CMI provides a proportional

227

measure, values were arcsine-square-root transformed before they were submitted to

228

statistical procedures. Inspecting the distribution of CMIs in our sample, we identified outlier

229

data for one older participant. Her CMI deviated more than 1.5 times the interquartile range

230

from the range borders of the complete sample. In order to enhance validity of our data and

231

reduce unsystematic noise we discarded this participant from our analyses.

232

Time measures for perceptual decisions were explored using median response times (RT).

233

Since perceptual decision times vary with stimulus difficulty and confidence in a given task,

234

we disentangled both parameters by an elaborate analysis described in detail in previous

235

studies (De Gardelle et al., 2016; De Gardelle & Mamassian, 2014). We first normalized

236

stimulus values for each individual considering their psychometric functions. We calculated

237

the signed distances S between the 7 used stimulus intensities and the point of subjective

238

equality in standard deviation units of the psychometric function. Chosen and unsorted

239

confidence sets were considered separately. We then fitted an exponential model with three

240

free parameters to the median RTs for each of the 7 stimulus intensity levels. The model is

241

defined by Equation 2. RT(S) gives the fitted RT for a normalized stimulus intensity level S. C

242

gives the according mean confidence across all included perceptual decisions. We encoded

243

confidence with 1 for perceptual decisions which were selected in the confidence choice task

244

and with 0 for perceptual decisions which were not chosen.
1 2

𝑅𝑇(𝑆) = 𝛼 − 𝛽 × 𝑒 −2𝑆 − 𝛾 × 𝐶

245
246

(2)

247

The model yields three parameters, i.e. , giving the generic RT, , capturing the exponential

248

change in RT due to differences in stimulus intensity, and , capturing the linear change in RT

249

due to confidence.

250

Sensitivity and RT data were analysed by mixed ANOVAs with the within-subject factor

251

condfidence set (chosen vs. unsorted) and the between subject factor age group (older adults

252

vs. younger adults). T-tests were used for age group comparisons of the CMI, cognitive
9
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253

measures, and RT parameters. If Levene’s test indicated unequal variances, degrees of

254

freedom were adjusted appropriately. Associations between CMI and critical parameters

255

investigated by correlational analyses. For group comparisons and correlational analyses, we

256

computed 95% percentile confidence intervals using 2000 bootstrap samples. A significance

257

level of α = .05 was applied for all statistical analyses and tests were two-sided. If not stated

258

otherwise, descriptive values are given as means ± 1 SEM.

259

Results

260

We initially explored the overall response patterns of older and younger adults in the

261

confidence forced-choice paradigm. Age effects on meta-perceptual abilities were then

262

analysed in detail by exploiting contrast sensitivity functions derived from the chosen und

263

unsorted confidence sets, respectively. Differences in meta-perceptual sensitivity were

264

scrutinized considering the role of processing speed and executive functions.

265

Overview of response pattern

266

Figure 2 illustrates confidence judgements for perceptual decisions at different task difficulty

267

levels, i.e. different contrast differences between the standard and test Gabor patches. The

268

separation of data for correct and incorrect decisions provides a rough overview of meta-

269

perception in our paradigm.

270
271
272
273
274
275

Figure 2. Average confidence judgements for perceptual decisions at different task difficulty levels,
plotted separately for correct and incorrect decisions. (A) Data for older adults. (B) Data for younger
adults. Task difficulty level is given as absolute contrast difference between the standard and test
patches. Please note that task difficulty decreases with difference values. Confidence judgements were
coded as 1 for chosen and as 0 for not chosen. Shaded areas give 95% confidence intervals.

276

In general, participants more often felt confident about their perceptual decisions if these were

277

correct than if these were incorrect, indicating that they evaluated their performance

278

appropriately. This difference in average confidence judgements for correct and incorrect

279

decisions increased with decreasing task difficulty. Data pattern hence support that our
10
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280

paradigm captured meta-perceptual abilities in both age groups. However, Figure 2 also

281

suggests age-related differences since the separation of data for correct and incorrect

282

decisions is clearly less pronounced in older adults.

283

An elaborated illustration of the confidence judgement pattern in older and younger adults is

284

given in Figure 3. Probabilities of confidence judgements are mapped with regard to task

285

difficulties as well as correctness of perceptual decisions. The probabilities of choosing the

286

first perceptual decision as more confident are mapped onto a coordinate plane defined by the

287

stimulus strengths given in the first and second perceptual task, respectively. Separate maps

288

for each of the four possible combinations of consecutive decisions are provided. The ability

289

to judge the quality of the perceptual decisions is visualized in each map by a pattern of

290

probabilities that dynamically varies in two dimensions.

291
292
293
294
295
296
297
298
299
300
301
302
303

Figure 3. Descriptive illustration of meta-perceptual abilities in (A) older adults and (B) younger
adults. The first four plots in each panel show the probability of choosing the 1st perceptual decision
(PD) in the confidence judgement, i.e. associating it with relatively higher confidence, for each of the
four possible combinations of perceptual decisions in the two consecutive contrast discrimination
tasks. Decisions here apply to the test patches, i.e. code whether the test patches were indicated as
lower or higher in contrast. The last plots on the right show the probability across all trials. The x- and
y-axes give the contrast difference between the test patches and the standard patch in the first and
second perceptual tasks, respectively. Meta-perceptual ability is indicated in these plots by a pattern of
probabilities that dynamically depends on task difficulty, i.e. absolute contrast difference, and
correctness of the perceptual decisions in both consecutive tasks. Please note that in white areas
probabilities are not defined since the specific combination of consecutive perceptual decisions and
stimulus strengths did not occur in our data set.

304

Generally, probabilities should gradually increase with contrast difference values in the first

305

task that are consistent with the first perceptual decision. In parallel, they should gradually
11
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306

decrease with contrast difference values in the second task that are consistent with the second

307

perceptual decision. Based on these dynamics specific triangular patterns emerge for each of

308

the decision combinations. Better meta-perceptual abilities are reflected by more pronounced

309

triangular patterns. Finally, mapping probabilities pooled across all possible combinations of

310

perceptual decisions allows evaluation of possible choice preferences linked to the task order.

311

A symmetric pattern of probabilities anchored at minimal stimulus strengths indicates the

312

absence of systematic biases. Confidence probability maps for both older and younger adults

313

suggest meta-perceptual abilities that allow for an overall appropriate evaluation of perceptual

314

decisions. For neither age group we found evidence for task order biases that could confound

315

confidence judgements. At the same time, the comparison between the maps for each age

316

group again points to relevant age-related differences. Critical triangular probability patterns

317

are prominent in younger adults, whereas in older adults the gradient of probabilities appears

318

substantially blurred.

319

In summary, the exploration of response pattern in the confidence forced-choice paradigm

320

suggests that in both age groups participants appropriately derived confidence judgements on

321

their perceptual decisions and thus demonstrated meta-perceptual abilities. However, evidence

322

for age-related differences emerges and is followed up by quantifying how close confidence

323

judgements are linked to perceptual decisions.

324

Psychometric analyses

325

We were initially interested in determining whether contrast sensitivity varies systematically

326

between the two confidence sets, i.e. chosen or unsorted sets, and between the groups of older

327

and younger adults. We consistently observed higher contrast sensitivity for the chosen

328

confidence set than for the unsorted confidence set. Figure 4 shows example psychometric

329

functions of contrast discrimination for a representative older (A) and younger (B) adult,

330

respectively. For both participants, the functions derived from the two confidence sets differ

331

in slope, indicating higher contrast sensitivity for the chosen confidence set. Points of

332

subjective equality lie close to each other.

12
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333
334
335
336
337
338

Figure 4. Psychometric functions of contrast discrimination for (A) an example older adult and (B) an
example younger adult. Proportion of decisions indicating higher contrast of the test patch compared
to the standard patch is plotted as function of stimulus intensity given as the contrast difference
between the test patch and the standard patch. Dashed lines and open dots represent data from the
chosen confidence set, solid lines and closed dots represent data from the unsorted confidence set.

339

Analysis of pooled sensitivity data corroborated inspection of the example psychometric

340

functions. Figure 5A illustrates contrast sensitivity we determined for each confidence set in

341

both age groups. We submitted sensitivity data to a two-factorial ANOVA with age group as

342

between-subjects factor and repeated measures on the factor confidence set. The analysis

343

yielded significant main effects of age group, F(1, 57) = 30.30, p < .001, ηp2 = .35, and

344

confidence set, F(1, 57) = 114.79, p < .001, ηp2= .67. However, these main effects were

345

qualified by a significant interaction between both factors, F(1, 57) = 14.67, p < .001,

346

ηp2= .21. The interaction effect was followed up by post-hoc t-tests. They corroborated lower

347

sensitivities in older adults for both confidence sets (both p’s < .001). Effect sizes were

348

similar, i.e. d = 1.39 for the chosen and d = 1.44 for the unsorted confidence set. The

349

sensitivity advantage for the chosen confidence set was significant for both older and younger

350

adults (both p’s < .001); however, the difference was less pronounced in older adults, i.e. d =

351

0.42 vs. d = 0.55, respectively.

352

Figure 5B highlights these findings by giving a scatterplot of sensitivities for the unsorted

353

confidence set against sensitivities for the chosen confidence set. Data for older and younger

354

adults are illustrated in different colours. Whereas individual data points for younger adults lie

355

exclusively above the diagonal identity line, those for older adults overall lie closer to and

356

sometimes even marginally below it. Average values for both age groups show not only lower

357

sensitivities, but also a smaller shift from the identity line in older adults. Confidence intervals

358

suggest similar data precision in both age groups.

359

We further inspected whether the points of subjective equality (PSE) differ between the

360

chosen and unsorted confidence sets. PSEs should logically lie close to zero, i.e. standard and
13
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361

the test patches should be indistinguishable when there is no contrast difference. A shift of

362

PSEs for the chosen confidence set could indicate that confidence judgements rely on a biased

363

criterion and thus meta-perceptual efficiency is inherently limited. Comparisons of PSEs for

364

the chosen and unsorted confidence sets yielded consistent results. For older as well as for

365

younger adults the PSEs for the chosen and unsorted confidence sets did not deviate from

366

each other (older adults: t(28) = 0.06, p = .953, d < 0.01; younger adults: t(29) = -0.05, p =

367

.960, d < 0.01).

368
369
370
371
372
373
374
375
376
377
378

Figure 5. Contrast sensitivity and confidence. (A) Average contrast sensitivity as a function of age
group and confidence set; open bars illustrate data from the chosen confidence set, closed bars
represent data from the unsorted confidence set. (B) Contrast sensitivity for the chosen confidence set
plotted against contrast sensitivity for the unsorted confidence set; each dot represents data from an
individual participant, data for older and younger adults are plotted in different colours; dashed line
marks the identity line; black closed dots give average sensitivities in each age group. (C) Confidence
Modulation Index (CMI) as a function of age group; CMIs give the percental sensitivity increase from
the set of unsorted trials to the set of chosen trials; coloured dots illustrate individual data and black
dots represent the mean; shaded areas display 95% of the data distribution smoothed by a kernel
density function. Error bars give 95% confidence intervals.

379

Meta-perceptual sensitivity

380

In order to investigate individual differences in meta-perceptual sensitivity, we analysed the

381

sensitivity increase for the set of perceptual decisions chosen as confident relative to the set of

382

unsorted decisions as a percentage of the sensitivity derived from the unsorted decisions, i.e.

383

the CMI (see Methods). Figure 5C gives these meta-perceptual sensitivities for older and

384

younger adults. We initially used one-sample t-tests to evaluate whether CMIs differed from

385

zero. Results supported positive CMIs in the older age group, t(28) = 8.21, p < .001, d = 1.52,

386

as well as in the younger age group, t(29) = 18.99, p < .001, d = 3.47. Participants in both age

387

groups thus showed some ability to judge the validity of their perceptual decisions. However,

388

on average, meta-perceptual sensitivity was lower in older, M = 23.04 ± 2.81, compared to

389

younger adults, M = 31.21 ± 1.64. Whereas the link between confidence judgements and

390

objective accuracy of perceptual decisions triggers a relative sensitivity benefit of over 30% in
14
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391

younger adults, the benefit is limited to less than 25% in older adults, t(45.34) = -2.51, p =

392

.016, d = -0.66. Please note that we observed substantial variability of CMIs in our sample,

393

especially pronounced in the group of older adults (Levene’s test: F = 4.87, p = .031). We

394

next aimed to scrutinize which functional capacities drive the described age effect.

395

We were particularly interested in the role of cognitive control capacities since their decline

396

essentially characterizes cognitive ageing. We captured cognitive control capacities by an EF

397

score that covers key facets of this functional domain. Figure 6A gives EF scores in both age

398

groups. On average, older adults showed less cognitive control capacities than younger adults,

399

t(46.88) = -9.37, p < .001, d = -2.44.

400
401
402
403
404
405
406

Figure 6. Cognitive control capacities and meta-perceptual sensitivity. (A) EF score as a function of
age group; EF scores provide combined measure for cognitive control capacities averaging z-scores
from DSST, TMT-B, VST-C, and LPS-3; coloured dots illustrate individual data and black dots
represent the mean; shaded areas display 95% of the data distribution smoothed by a kernel density
function. Error bars give 95% confidence intervals. (B) EF scores as a function of CMIs; data for older
and younger adults are plotted in different colours; shaded area gives 95% confidence interval.

407

We investigated the link between meta-perceptual sensitivity and cognitive control capacities

408

considering our complete sample in order to comprehensively exploit interindividual

409

variability. Figure 6B illustrates the link between the CMI and the EF score. We determined a

410

robust correlation of r(59) = .40, p = .001, 95% CI [.17, .57]. EF scores explained 16% of the

411

variance in meta-perceptual sensitivity. Depiction of age group membership for each data

412

point suggests that this correlation is not merely driven by group differences, but actually

413

describes a general link. Consistently, a partial correlation analysis controlling for the factor

414

age group, though attenuating the correlation, yielded corresponding results, r(56) = 0.26, p =

415

.045. 95% CI [-.01, .50]. Our findings thus indicate that age-related differences in meta-

416

perceptual sensitivity are crucially driven by cognitive control capacities.

417

Short-term memory capacity represents another cognitive resource that is subject to

418

prominent age-related changes. Considering that the procedure of the confidence forced15
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419

choice paradigm putatively necessitates relevant memory resources, we wanted to check

420

whether the age effect on meta-perceptual sensitivity can be explained by a confound inherent

421

to the procedural task demands. The digit span measure we used to assess short-term memory

422

capacity indicated significantly lower capacities in our older adult group, t(57) = -2.82, p =

423

.007, d = -0.58. However, we found no evidence that the CMI is linked to individual

424

differences in memory capacity, r(59) = .12, p = .363, 95% CI [-.17, .41]. Given this result,

425

we consider it as rather unlikely that meta-perceptual sensitivity had been compromised by

426

task demands that might be more challenging for older adults with lower memory resources.

427

We finally explored whether age-related slowing could contribute to differences in meta-

428

perceptual sensitivity. Confidence efficiency might be costly in terms of processing time so

429

that limited resources could hamper meta-perceptual sensitivity in older adults. First, we

430

analysed median RTs by a two-factorial ANOVA with age group as between-subjects factor

431

and repeated measures on the factor confidence set. Figure 7A shows average RTs as a

432

function of age group and confidence set.

433
434
435
436
437
438
439
440
441
442

Figure 7. Response times (RT). (A) Average RTs as a function of age group and confidence set; open
bars illustrate data from the chosen confidence set, closed bars represent data from the unsorted
confidence set. (B) RTs for bins of stimulus intensities, i.e. contrast difference between test and
standard patches, given in standard deviation units of the psychometric function (see Methods);
squares represent average group data, lines represent the average fitted data; dashed lines and open
squares represent data from the chosen trial set, solid lines and closed squares represent data from the
unsorted trial set; colour code for age groups corresponds to (A). (C) RT differences between the
unsorted and the chosen confidence sets as a function of CMIs; data for older and younger adults are
plotted in different colours. Error bars and shaded areas give 95% confidence intervals.

443

We observed a significant main effect for age group, F(1, 57) = 13.38, p = .001, ηp2 = .19,

444

indicating slower RTs for older adults (chosen: M =561 ± 30 ms; unsorted: M =595 ± 33 ms)

445

as opposed to younger adults (chosen: M =419 ± 21 ms; unsorted: M =457 ± 23 ms). In

446

addition, a significant main effect of confidence set supported faster RTs for the chosen

447

confidence set, F(1, 57) = 88.17, p < .001, ηp2 = .61. There was no interaction between both

16
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448

main effects, F(1, 57) = 0.32, p = .572, ηp2 < .01. The relationship between RTs and

449

confidence turned out be similar in both age groups.

450

Since RTs are not only affected by confidence, but also by stimulus difficulty, we further

451

aimed to clarify potential age-specific contributions. We disentangled both factors by

452

modelling the RTs in each age group with three free parameters (see Methods). Fitting results

453

are illustrated in Figure 7B. Consistent with the previous analysis, the first parameter ,

454

giving the generic RT, significantly differed between the two age groups (older adults: M

455

=524 ± 31 ms; younger adults: M =438 ± 25), corroborating age-related slowing, t(57) = 2.23,

456

p = .030, d = 0.58. For both parameters  and , giving the influence of stimulus intensity and

457

confidence on RTs, respectively, we determined values that consistently differed from zero

458

for older and younger adults (all p’s < .001). RTs became slower with decreasing stimulus

459

intensity, i.e. increasing difficulty, and faster with confidence. Most importantly, neither the

460

parameter  nor the parameter  differed between age groups (: t(33.17) = -0.43, p = .672, d

461

= -0.11; : t(57) = -0.71, p = .483, d = -0.18). These results corroborate that perceptual

462

decision times underlie similar mechanisms in older and younger adults. Concluding, we

463

directly tested whether the RT differences in the chosen relative to the unsorted confidence set

464

were linked to meta-perceptual sensitivity. Figure 7C gives the RT differences as a function

465

of the CMI. Both parameters were not significantly correlated, r(59) = .10, p = .450, 95% CI

466

[-.18, .44]. Overall, RT analyses suggest that individual differences in meta-perceptual

467

sensitivity do not emerge from processing speed dynamics.

468
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469

Discussion

470

Our perception relies on decisions about sensory evidence and the subjective confidence in

471

the accuracy of these decisions. Visual perception is subject to massive age-related changes,

472

however, the complexity of processes that contribute to these changes is still not well

473

understood (see Billino & Pilz, 2019). In this study, we were concerned with age effects on

474

meta-perception, i.e., the ability to judge the accuracy of one’s own perceptual decisions.

475

Given age-related vulnerabilities in neural and cognitive resources that have been shown to be

476

critical for metacognition, we supposed that meta-perceptual efficiency decreases with age.

477

We investigated meta-perceptual ability in a sample of healthy older and younger adults with

478

an established confidence forced-choice paradigm that avoids idiosyncratic judgement biases

479

(Barthelmé & Mamassian, 2009, 2010). We characterized participants’ executive function

480

capacities using a comprehensive EF score that covers the key facets cognitive control. We

481

were thus able to scrutinize the role of individual differences in cognitive control resources

482

for meta-perceptual efficiency. Our results show that older adults still have access to a reliable

483

measure of their uncertainty underlying perceptual decisions. Confidence judgements were

484

consistently linked to the accuracy of perceptual decisions in both age groups. However, the

485

efficiency of this link significantly decreases with age. While confidence judgements

486

explained a sensitivity benefit of over 30% in younger adults, this benefit was limited to less

487

than 25% in older adults. Across our participants we observed substantial individual

488

differences in meta-perceptual sensitivity. We determined that 16% of variance in meta-

489

perceptual sensitivity can be explained by individual cognitive control resources. Importantly,

490

the critical impact of executive function was not exclusively defined by age-related

491

differences, but showed as a general functional link that drives individual differences in meta-

492

perception.

493

Our findings expand the understanding of how metacognition impacts perception across the

494

adult lifespan. In our paradigm, we observed that older adults could selectively chose the

495

interval that led to a higher performance in some cases. This indicates that they can evaluate

496

the quality of their percepts. When compared to younger adults, though, this ability is reduced

497

on average. This result is consistent with insights from the only previous study concerned

498

with age effects on metacognition in perceptual tasks. Palmer and colleagues (2014)

499

congruently reported reduced performance introspect with increasing age, using a contrast-

500

defined pop-out detection task. Older adults showed lower awareness of their perceptual

501

performance, but confidence was assessed by ratings scales which might have introduced
18
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502

confounds due to age-specific bias in confidence judgements (Cauvin et al., 2019; Hansson et

503

al., 2008; see Mamassian, 2016; Morgan et al., 1997). The confidence force-choice paradigm

504

avoids such biases so that our results corroborate independent meta-perceptual age effects.

505

Interpretation of our findings might be complicated by several factors that require careful

506

consideration. Task difficulty might affect quality of confidence judgements. For our contrast

507

discrimination task we chose sinusoidal gratings with a spatial frequency of 0.8 cyc/° for

508

which age differences in contrast sensitivity were expected to be negligible (e.g., Owsley et

509

al., 1983). We yet found clear age effects on contrast discrimination thresholds, putatively

510

triggered by relatively short presentation times (cf., Bennett et al., 2007; Roudaia et al., 2011).

511

Older adults showed higher thresholds and given that we used the method of constant stimuli

512

for threshold measurement, higher task difficulty is implied for our group of older adults.

513

Differences in task difficulty could, in turn, compromise confidence decisions (Maniscalco &

514

Lau, 2012). For example, if the task is too difficult, an observer will not be good at

515

identifying high confidence trials. Conversely, if the task is too easy, an observer might not be

516

good at identifying low confidence trials. However, fit of the psychometric functions

517

suggested that the applied intensity range was well-suited to capture performance across age

518

groups. There was no difference between quality of fits in both age groups. We consider it as

519

rather unlikely that probably unavoidable differences in task difficulty can explain the

520

systematic age effects on the accuracy of confidence judgements. Furthermore, we ruled out

521

that differential task difficulties emerging from short-term memory affordances explain age-

522

related differences in meta-perception. Older and younger adults differed significantly in

523

short-term memory resources, but we could not determine a relevant impact of this parameter

524

on meta-perceptual sensitivity derived from our paradigm.

525

It might be also speculated whether differences in processing speed contribute to age effects

526

on meta-perception. The reduction of processing speed is probably the most pronounced and

527

robust functional age difference (Park & Reuter-Lorenz, 2009; Salthouse, 1996). Higher

528

confidence in perceptual decisions is found to be associated with faster response times (De

529

Gardelle et al., 2016; De Gardelle & Mamassian, 2014). This acceleration might be

530

compromised and limited resources could hamper meta-perceptual sensitivity in older adults.

531

As expected, we determined significantly prolonged response times in older adults compared

532

to younger adults. However, response times were similarly modulated by confidence in both

533

age groups. We found that independent of age responses were speeded up for perceptual

534

decisions that are judged with higher confidence. In sum, we thus corroborate previous results
19
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535

showing differences in response times as a function of confidence in younger adults (De

536

Gardelle et al., 2016; De Gardelle & Mamassian, 2014) and extend these findings to older

537

age. Individual differences in processing speed do not interfere with efficient confidence

538

judgements. In contrast, response times are consistently shaped by the confidence in the

539

accuracy of perceptual decisions.

540

A main focus of our study was on the link between executive function and meta-perceptual

541

sensitivity. Given the substantial conceptual overlap between metacognition, i.e. monitoring

542

of decision quality, and executive function, i.e. cognitive control, a functional relationship

543

suggests itself (Flavell, 1979; Fleming, Dolan, & Frith, 2012; Miyake & Friedman, 2012). In

544

addition, both concepts have been shown to rely on shared neural resources (Fleming,

545

Huijgen, & Dolan, 2012; Fuster, 2000; Morales et al., 2018; Valk et al., 2016). Ageing offers

546

a powerful proxy to individual differences in executive function (Hasher & Zacks, 1988;

547

Kennedy et al., 2009; Lacreuse et al., 2020; Park & Reuter-Lorenz, 2009; West, 1996). We

548

captured individual cognitive control resources in a comprehensive score of executive

549

function that was supposed to cover facets of the concept broadly (Miyake & Friedman,

550

2012). Older adults on average showed lower EF scores than younger adults, consistent with

551

established findings on age effects on executive function (Park & Reuter-Lorenz, 2009).

552

Thus, cognitive control resources could be identified a plausible candidate driver of age-

553

related differences in meta-perceptual sensitivity. Most importantly, we were able to exploit

554

the variability in EF scores across our older and younger participants to reveal a general

555

functional link between cognitive control resources and meta-perception. This evidence is in

556

line with several previous findings suggesting that metacognition basically relies on cognitive

557

control resources (Maniscalco et al., 2017; Pansky et al., 2009; Souchay & Isingrini, 2004).

558

We are aware of conflicting results indicating that metacognition and cognitive control might

559

be better understood as independent capacities (Filippi et al., 2020; Palmer et al., 2014).

560

However, we suggest that in some studies the functional links might be attenuated by

561

executive function measures covering only specific facets of the concept. In addition,

562

restriction of the range of individual differences in cognitive control resources due to very

563

homogenous samples with regard to age and education can be assumed top obscure functional

564

links.

565

Since our study was dedicated to meta-perception, it has to remain speculative whether our

566

findings also hold for metacognition in other functional domains, e.g., meta-memory.

567

Heterogeneity of results with regard to age effects on meta-memory hamper systematic

568

evaluations (e.g., Dodson et al., 2007; Lachman et al., 1979; Pansky et al., 2009; Wong et al.,
20
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569

2012). Inconsistent results might primarily emerge from specific biases due to applied

570

methods of measuring metacognitive parameters. At the same time there is evidence for

571

general, domain-independent metacognitive mechanisms that suggests a coherent concept.

572

(Maniscalco et al., 2017; McCurdy et al., 2013). We thus propose that our findings on age

573

effects and the pivotal impact of cognitive control resources hold not only for meta-

574

perception, but also for metacognitive mechanisms in other decision tasks.

575

To conclude, we showed that visual perception in older adults is shaped by metacognition.

576

Older adults have access to a reliable measure of their own uncertainty when making visual

577

decisions. Metacognitve capacities are key for behavioral control. For instance, a reduced

578

performance introspect could result in not being able to identify relevant aspects of a task and

579

inefficient allocation of resources (e.g., Desender et al., 2018). However, we found clear age-

580

related differences in meta-perceptual sensitivity. Our results suggest reduced confidence

581

efficiency in older adults. In principle, these age effects could be due to compromised

582

reliability of judgements, but also due to declining cognitive control resources (cf., Bolenz et

583

al., 2019). Exploiting individual differences across our complete sample, we corroborated the

584

crucial functional role of cognitive control resources for metacognition. We propose that age

585

effects on meta-perception are primarily mediated by this functional link. This finding is in

586

line with converging evidence that age-related changes in perception and sensorimitmor

587

control are critically driven executive contributions to efficient resource control (Chang et al.,

588

2014; Huang et al., 2017; Huang et al., 2018; Monge & Madden, 2016).
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